Terms and conditions - #TriviaTuesdays

● To be considered for a prize, contestants must play the #TriviaTuesdays quiz on Twitter and follow the instructions. Contestants who answer all 4 questions correctly, stand a chance to win the prize.

● Make sure @FlipkartStories is tagged in the tweet along with the hashtag #TriviaTuesdays.

● 4 lucky winners will win Flipkart EGVs worth INR 500. 2 winners will be selected from Facebook and Twitter respectively.

● The contest will be open for participation weekly on Tuesdays. The winners will be announced subsequently.

● There is no entrance fee or requirement to purchase anything from the Flipkart site for being eligible to participate in the contest.

● This Contest is valid only in India

● The Contest is applicable to all the residents of India with the exception of the state of Tamil Nadu

● The minimum age of such participant shall be 18 years

● You confirm and acknowledge that you are aware that by participating in this contest, you have given us rights to use your suggestion, name, photograph and other personal details for the purpose of this contest.

● We reserve the right, at our sole discretion, to change, modify, add or remove portions of
these Terms & Conditions, including without limitation: changing the amount of EGVs, modifying
how you may earn and spend the EGVs earned, modifying the duration and expiration of EGVs,
minimum purchase amounts for use of EGVs, maximum amount of EGVs that you may earn,
and discontinuing the contest entirely, at any time without any prior written notice to you.

● You are not bound in any way to participate in the contest and any such participation is
voluntary.

● Flipkart reserves the right of selection of the winner and such selection shall be as per the
procedure adopted at Flipkart’s sole discretion. Flipkart’s decision in this regard shall be final.

● Flipkart reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to disqualify any participant that tampers or
attempts to tamper with these Terms & Conditions.

● Flipkart shall not be responsible for any loss, injury or any other liability arising due to
participation by any person in the contest.

● You hereby agree to indemnify and keep Flipkart harmless against all damages, liabilities,
costs, expenses, claims, suits and proceedings (including reasonable attorney’s fee) that may
be suffered by Flipkart as a consequence of (i) violation of terms of this Policy by You; (ii)
violation of applicable laws; (iii) any action or inaction resulting in willful misconduct or
negligence on Your part.

● Flipkart reserves the right to terminate, amend or extend this contest any time as
deemed fit.

● By participating in this Offer, You agree to be bound by these Terms and Conditions, the
Terms of Use, Privacy Policy and other relevant documentation that are available on
www.flipkart.com and http://stories.flipkart.com including any modifications, alterations or
updates that we make.

● Terms and Conditions are governed by the Laws of India with exclusive jurisdiction to
courts in Bangalore. Any dispute/matter arising out of or in relation to the contest is
subject to and shall be settled through arbitration of a sole arbitrator.